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Abst rac tmWe use formal power series to expand the method used by Yoshida in constructing 
explicit canonical higher order schemes for separable Hamiltonian systems and construct general 
higher order schemes for general dynamical systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Construction of higher order difference schemes is always an important problem in the studying of 
numerical algorithms for dynamical systems. Yoshida's excellent paper [1] provides a very elegant 
and economical way for constructing higher order schemes from lower order ones. Recently, 
Suzuki, in his paper [2], even gives out the order conditions for tenth and twelveth order schemes 
of the same form as that of [1]. However, the authors of [1] and [2] are just interested in explicit 
canonical schemes for separable Hamiltonian systems. We find that their methods can be also 
applied to general schemes for general dynamical systems with the results remaining exactly the 
same [3]. 
Recently, Kang Feng proposed in [4] a new approach called formal power series to study 
numerical algorithms for dynamical systems. This new approach seems to be very powerful 
and all results on numerical algorithms which are gotten from classical methods can be also from 
this new approach in a more direct way. In this paper, we use this new approach to expand 
the results of [1]. In Section 2, we will introduce some concepts about the formal power series 
and some conclusions of [4] that will be used in our paper; for details about formal power series, 
please refer to [4,5]. Higher order schemes are constructed in Section 3, and economical higher 
order schemes in Section 4. The higher order schemes of this paper are constructed following the 
method of Yoshida [1], while the new approach of formal power series is used. 
2. FORMAL POWER SERIES  AND BASIC  FORMULAS 
In this section, we identify all vector functions R N ~ R N as vector fields. When diffeomor- 
phism conditions for the mapping are satisfied, we identify them as diffeomorphisms. The totality 
of vector fields on R N form a Lie algebra VR N under the bracket [a, b] -- a.b - b.a, where a., b, 
denotes the Jacobian matrix of a and b. 
Let us consider the flow eta in R N of the system 
dx (1) 
defined by the vector field a : R N ~ R N. 
as a convergent power series 
Oo 
' 2; e a -~- ~kek, ek ~ ea,k " R N --~ R N, 
k~O 
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It is a diffeomorphism with parameter t, represented 
(2) 
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which satisfies the one-parameter g oup property in t. We have 
d t 1 .k 
-~e = a o e t, eo = 1N, ek = ~.la 1N, k > 1, (3) 
N 0 
where a* = E ai~LL-, is a differential operator of order 1, a .2 = a'a*, a .3 = a*a*a*, . . . ,  and 
i----1 
1N is the identity vector function, 1N E VR N, 1N(X) = X. The action of the operator a* on a 
function ¢ in the space FR N of functions on R N yields 
N 
a '¢  = Ea ,~¢ E FR g .  (4) 
i=1 
This operator can be naturally extended to vector functions b = (b l , . . .  ,bN) T E VR N : a*b = 
(a 'b1 , . . . ,  a*bN) T E VR N. 
We now turn to difference schemes for system (1). In this paper, just compatible schemes are 
considered. From [4], we know that any difference scheme, when it is applied to system (1), can 
be represented in the form of a step-transformation map f r  which is a formal power series 
oo  
f r  = 1N + E Tkfk'  fk : n N "* n N. (5) 
k=l 
This formal power series depends on the vector field a which defines the dynamical system (1), 
the form of the difference scheme itself, and the step-size parameter r (see [5]). It does not like ea r 
which possesses the group property and is corresponding to a formal vector field 
OO 
ar = E ~'kak' ak : R N --. R iv. (6) 
k=0 
The formal dynamical system 
dx 
d--t = at(x) (7) 
has formal flow eta~ in two parameters (t, r) satisfying roup property in t and 
oo  
t IN -}- E tk " r , . k .  ca. = ~.(a  ) IN, (8) 
k=l 
where the formal diagonal flow of the formal vector field a r is 
oo 
t It=r = r =f r  E rkfk' f0=lN .  (9) Cal. ear 
k=0 
In the rest of this paper, we identify the difference scheme with its formal power series when it 
is applied to system (1). 
We give out a useful emma from [4]. 
LEMMA 2.1. The difference scheme f r  for system (1) is of  order n 
¢==*" fk = ek, k = 1,...,n, fn+l ~ en+1, 
ao = a, ak = O, k = 1 , . . . ,n  - 1, an -'~ fn+l -- en+l # O. 
Here, we omit detailed formulas for fr  and a r which can be found in [4]. 
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The flows of vector fields A and B also satisfy BCH formula which reads 
e~ o e~ = eb.  , (10) 
where 
T T 2 
C r =A + B + ~[A,B] + -~([A,A,B]  + [B,B,A]) 
T 3 T 4 
+ -~[A ,B ,B ,A]  - -~-~([B,B,B,B,A]  + [A,A,A,A,B])  (11) 
T 4 T 4 
+ ~([B ,A ,A ,A ,B]  + [A ,B ,B ,B ,A] )  + ~-~( [A ,A ,B ,B ,A]  + [B ,B ,A ,A ,B] )  + . . .  
is a formal vector field and the denotation [A, A, B] := [A, [A, B]] is used. When A and B are 
formal vector fields, the formula remains the same. By repeatedly use formula (11), we can get 
e~ o ~ o e3~ = " e W . (12) 
where 
T 2 
W ~ =2A + B + -~([B,B,A]  - [A,A,B]) 
7~ -4 T 4 T 4 
+ -~-6[A,A,A,A,B] - -~6[B ,B ,B ,B ,A]  + -~[A ,B ,B ,B ,A]  
T 4 T 4 T 4 
+ .~-g[B,A,A,A,B] - -~[A ,A ,B ,B ,A]  + -~[B ,B ,A ,A ,B]  +o(r6). 
(13) 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF HIGHER ORDER SCHEMES 
DEFINITION 3.1. A difference scheme gr is sam to be the adjoint o f f  r iff g - r  o f r  = 1N, and a 
scheme f r  is said to be reversible iff g~ = f t .  
In fact, we have the relation gr = (f~)-i  for scheme f~ and its adjoint f .  gr can be calculated 
OO 
from f r  just by use of the Taylor series as in [4]. Let gr = 1N + Erkgk  and f~ as (5), since 
g- r  o f r  _ 1N,  we  then have k=l 
/ 
g-r o f r  = ~IN 
=IN-F  
oo  (3o 
E kf +Z 
k----1 k=l  
oo  co  
= IN -F Z " rk fk  + E 
k=l  j= l  
oo  oo  
= 1N + Z "r'kfk + Z 'k( - -1)kgk 
k=l  k=l  
+ y~r~(--1)kgk o 1N + rkfk 
k=l  k=l  
rk(--1)kgk o 1N + rkfk 
k=I  
,J ( -1/% + D~(-l/~g~ T"I~,,..., ~ ~ r f i~  
r= l  " i1=1 i~=l  
oo co i 
+ ZvJ  E r~ E Z ~ Dr(-1)jgj [fi''" " " ' fi~] 
j= l  i----1 r= l  { l+. . .+{r=~ 
co oo k -1  i 
= 1N + Eva( fa  + (--1)}gk) + Z '}  E E E 
k----1 k----2 i= l  r----1 i l-{-'--+~r--i 
oo  
~.Dr(--1)k-~ gk-~[fh, . . . , f~,.] 
= 1N + ~(11 - gl) + ) -~.k  ((fk + ( -1 )%)  + (g-~ • f )k )  
k=2 
----- IN, 
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where 
k-1  i 
(g - r .  f r )k  = ~ ~ ~.DrC_l)h-,g~_,[f,,,...,f,.], 
i f f i l  r f f i l  il-b...+i~fi,ip~_l 
Since (g-~ * fT)k is only depended on fT and g l , . . .  ,gk-1, we know 
k>2.  
gl =f l  
gk -~- (--1)k't'lcfk 4- (g-T , fT)k), ~ ~ 2 
can be calculated out recursively. 
We now give out an important lemma for the reversible difference scheme. 
LEMMA 3.1. The d/fference scheme f r  is reversible iff its corresponding formal vector field a T is 
even in ~, that is 
O0 
a T = ao + r2a2 + r4a4 + . . . .  ~ r2 a2  (14) 
kffi0 
i -T o ea r .  = 1N. For Va E R, we PROOF. "==~" Since fT is reversible, then f - "  o fT  = 1N, .e., e~_. 
have 
 (ar) k .T 
= e.o. T = IN+ ) IN 
k=l 
Z T t__aT~*k~ 
= 1 .  + -~t ,  cx'~ ) "N  
k=l  
T 
= eo~Ga.r -  
O0 
- I :  Thus, e~5~ o ear. = e T -a-" o ear = IN ,  where a T = a0 4 -  "ral  4- I"2a2 4- - ' -  = l"kak. From the  
BCH formula, we have k=0 
IN  = " T . (16) e_a_.~ o ea ,  = e¢ . ,  
where 
c r = C-a - "  4- a T) 4- o(r  2) = 2ral  4- o(r2). 
r r h k k ~ *kl . . .  S ince l lv=e c. = 1N 4- ~-~k=l(r / l)(C ) N, this means the coefficients of r2 , r  3, must be 
all null; particularly, the coefficient of r2: 2a~lN = 2al must vanish. So we have 
a T = a 0 4- r2a2  4- ~-3a 3 4- • . . .  
Again, using the BCH formula and C16), we find now 
cT=2r3+oCT4), 
and the coefficient of r 4 in the power series ec r. is now 2a3, and it must be zero. Continuing this 
process, we at last have a2k+l = 0, for k >_ 0. 
OO 
"¢==" Since a T = ~T2ka2k, then -a  - r  = -a  T. And from BCH formula, we have 
k----0 
f -T  o f r  = ea-r_, o ear. = e~. = 1N, 
where the last equation stands because cT = C-a T + a T) + Cr2/2)[-aT, aT] + . . . .  0. | 
So we see a reversible difference scheme always has an even order. We point out the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any di~zence scheme f f  which has the a~oint scheme gT, gT/2 o fT/2 is 
reversible. 
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PROOF. Let a ' ,  b ~ be the formal vector fields corresponding to f ' ,9" ,  respectively. Since f ' ,g"  
are compatible difference schemes, they are at least of order 1, and thus, their corresponding 
formal vector fields will be 
oo 
07 = 04) "{'- TCtl -~" • • • = a "Jc y~ Tknk  
m 
k=l  
oo 
b" = bo + rbl + . . . .  a + y~ rkbk, 
k=l 
where a is the vector field and defines the dynamical system (1) which the two difference schemes 
f ' ,  g" are applied to. Then 
, /2  .., ° , /2 h • g,12 o f,12 eb'/= "~a'/~ e~ll2)b./, o e~l/2)a./2 " ~ .~ -.~ ecr, 
where c" = a0 + o(r) - a + o(~'). This meAnR h" -- g,/2 o f , /2  is still a compatible difference 
scheme. From Definition 3.1, we have 
h-" o h "~ (g-./2 o f-,/2) o (g./2 o f/2) 
= g- ,12  o ( / - . /2  o g, /2 )  o f . /2  
= g-r2 o IN o f -r~2 
= 1N, 
so h" is a reversible difference scheme and is of even order at least 2. | 
For example, we know the scheme zn+l -- zn+ra(xn) has the formal power series f "  = 1N+Ta, 
so its adjoint scheme is •n-i-1 = Zn'JcTG(Zn+I) which has the formal power series gr = (IN -~'a) -1. 
The compositions of these two power series are f~ = f,/2 og,/2 = (1N + (~/2)a) o (1N -- (r/2)a)- 1 
and f~ = g,/2 o f~/~ = (1N -- (~/2)a) -1 o (1N + (~/2)a) which are corresponding to the centered 
Euler method and trapezoidal method, respectively; these two schemes are reversible and of 
order 2. 
THEOREM 3.3. The symmetric omposition fw~, o gW2, o fw l ,  of reversible d~erence schemes 
f ' ,  g" is still reversible when 2wl + w2 = 1. 
PROOF. When 2wl +w2 = 1, the scheme h" -- fw~, ogW~, ofw~, is still a compatible difference 
scheme as in Theorem 3.2. We also have 
h-" o h" = ( f -W"  o g -W"  o f - '#" )  o ( f '#"  o gW'r o fW:") 
= f - " "  o (g-W, .  o ( f -w , .  o fw l . )  o gW,.) o fwxr 
= IN 
from the reversibility of f', g'. | 
Theorem 3.3 is useful for constructing higher order schemes, and we have the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f" be a revvrsib]e scheme of order 2n, then the ~ence  scheme h" -- 
fwl- o fw2~ o fw, .  w~th Wl,W2 ~t~s~Ig 
2~312n÷1 "~-1/322n÷l = 0, 2Wl + W2 ---- 1, 
is o£ order 2n % 2. 
1 --21/(2n+1) 1 
i.e., tO 1 = 2 -  21/( 2n+1)' w2 = 2 - - - -~)  (17) 
PROOF. From Theorem 3.2 and 3.3, it follows that h" = fw1"o fW2"of  w1" is a reversible scheme 
of even order, and since f r  is reversible scheme of order 2n, we know its corresponding formal 
vector field will be in the form 
a T = ao + ~'="a=. + o( r2n+2) ,  
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then 
f~ IT= ~1 ~ T =e T 
Ca, 1. = ew~a~ 1. w1(ao+(wl r )2 -a2 .+o(~2.+2) )  
f~2T~_  ~2~ ~ e r ea-2- = e~2a~2- = ~2(ao+(~2~)2-a2.+o(.2-+2)). 
Using the BCH formula, we get 
h ~- = f,.,,l~- o f~2,- o f~,l.r = ec .~- ,
where 
_ 2n+l,_2n_ o(.r2n+2) C r = (2Wl + + (2Wl 2n+1 Jr w 2 )T U2. Jr 
= ¢)o.2n+1 -L .,,2n-{-I C r So when 2Wl Jr w2 1, ~1 T ~2 = 0, we have = ao + 0(3- 2n+2) and thus h r is of order 
2n+2.  I 
Using Corollary 3.4, we can construct difference schemes of arbitrary even order from a first 
order nonreversible one. For any first order difference scheme )'~ which is nonreversible, we first 
find out its adjoint g ~, then compose f~ with g r to get the reversible difference scheme h r = 
f~/2o9~/2 of order 2. Then from Corollary 3.4, we know the scheme h~'~ohW~"oh w~" is reversible 
and of order 4 when wl, w2 satisfy 2wl +w~. = 1, 2w~ +w]  = 0. This process can be continued to 
get schemes of arbitrary even order. Since the flow of a dynamical system is reversible, reversible 
schemes have natural and reasonable priority to nonreversible difference schemes. In this paper, 
we mainly consider the construction of reversible schemes. When construction of noureversible 
schemes is also taken into consideration, we will have the following theorem. 
TH~.OR~.M 3.5. For any difference scheme fr (not necessarily reve~ble) of order n > 1, the 
scheme h" = f '~  o f,~2~ is of order n + 1 when wx,w,  safis[y 
Wl Jr ~/12 = 1, W~ +1 Jr" W~ +1 --  0, (18) 
PROOF. Since wx + w2 = 1, h ~ is compatible for the same reason as in Theorem 3.2. Because f~ 
is of order n > 2, the formal vector field corresponding to it must have the form 
a ~" = a Jr "/'na n Jr o(3-n+l) ,  n > 1, 
where a is the vector field defines system (1) which the scheme is applied to. We then have 
h~=f  ~ l~of~2r - -  ~lr ~ow2r r r r ea~l~ ~ ~a~2v =ewla~l r  0 ew2aW2~ =ecv  , 
where 
C r = (~/31 "4- W2)~ Jr Tn(~/3~ +1 Jr ~o~+l)an  Jr O(Tn+l )  
from the BCH formula. So when Wl + w2 = 1, w~ *+1 + w~ *+1 = 0, we have c ~ = a + o(3- n+l) and 
thus h r = ec r. is of order n + 1, n _> 1. | 
For example, when n -- 2, we have Wl = (1/6)(3 4- vfffi),w2 -- ~ ,  so we know the schemes 
3- 3" 3- 
, - - -  + o o + o 
and 
which are gotten from the centered Euler method and trapezoidal method, are both of order 3. 
We should point out that there are no real I~1,UJ2 which could satisfy (18). The roots of (18) 
are a pair of conjuncture complexes and even when je~ is reversible, hT is nonreversible. For these 
two reasons, though we can construct schemes of arbitrary order in this way, the constructed 
schemes are not so practically useful as reversible schemes. 
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF ECONOMICAL HIGHER ORDER SCHEMES 
In this section, we construct higher order schemes in an economical way proposed by Yoshida 
in [1]. The process and the results of this section remain the same while the approach now is 
the formal power series differing from that of [1], and the constructed schemes are not confined 
within the scope of explicit canonical ones, which are only meaningful for separable Hamiltonian 
systems. 
Since from the construction method of Section 3, if one wants to construct a 2n th order scheme 
from a 2 nd order one, the former would be a composition of 3 "-1 times the latter, so the number 
of 2 nd order schemes grows rapidly with n. An economical composition method is proposed by 
Yoshida in [1], that is, to consider schemes in the form 
]~n = fw"*r ° fw"*-tr ° ' " °  fwl~'°  fw°v ° fw ' r  ° " ' °  fw"~-tr ° f w'cr, (19) 
where f~ is reversible scheme of order 2. The corresponding formal vector field of f r  has the 
form oO 
a ~" = ao + T2a2 + T4a4 + T6a6 + • • • = ET2ka2k"  
k=O 
Thus, from the BCH formula, we have 
f~  =f"" ro fW"~- -X1"O' ' 'o fWl ro fWO~'o fW' rO ' ' ' o fW"- - t ro f  w'O" 
r r 0 I" r e r 0 0 r 0 r 
ew, .awm, ,  o ew, . _ laWm_l~ • • • ewlawl ,  o ewoaWO~ o lolaWl~. • • • ewm_laWm_l ,  etemaw,,t~- 
Y 
= ec. ,  
r is in the form where c m 
c~ = Ao,mao + r2 A2,ma2 + 74 ( A4,maa + B4,mb4 ) + 76 (As,ma6 + Bs,mb6 + Cs,mOs + D6,m~ ) + o(r s) 
(20) 
and 
b4 = [a0, ao, a2], b6 = [ao, ao, a4], c6 = [a2, a2, ao], 46 = [ao, ao, a0, ao, a2]. (21) 
Comparing both sides of 
r r = fw,,~+~r fw,~+lr ec~,+t = f~n+l o f~ o 
= ow +'r o ecl o w +tr (22) 
= T 0 T T Et0~+l~Wm+l~" ec~ 0 EWwa.i.lawm..bl~" 
with use of (13), one can find a recursion relation for the coefficients of the formal vector fields 
c~+ 1 and c~n given first by Yoshida in [1], while some slight modifications should be made. We 
note the coefficients At,m, A3,m, A5,m, AT,m, Bs,m, ST,m, CT,m, D7,m in [1] should be substituted 
by Ao,,n, A2,m, A4,m, As,m, B4,m, Be,m, Ce,rn, De,m, respectively, in this paper. For detail formu- 
las, refer to [1] and the Appendix. 
Using the recursion relation, Ao,m, A2,m, A4,m, A6,m, B4,m, Ss,m, Cs,rn, S6,m call be represented 
as polynomials of wo,wt,..., wrn. The conditions for f~ to be of 6 th order are 
A0,rn=l, A2,m=0, A4,m=0, B4,m=0. (23) 
So four coefficients wO, WhW2,W3 are needed to satisfy (23). As for f~ to be of order 8, the 
following conditions will be needed in addition to (15): 
As,m=0, B6,m=0, Cs,m=0, hs , ,n=O.  (24) 
So now we need seven coefficients wi (i = 0, . . . ,  7) to satisfy (23), (24). 
Yoshida in [1] gets three sets of wi (i = 0, 3) and five sets of wi (i = 0, 7) for 6 th and 8 th order 
explicit canonical schemes. These solutions remain valid when constructing 6 th and 8 th order 
reversible schemes from any reversible scheme of order 2, such as centered Euler method, which 
is implicit, and trapezoidal method, which is not only implicit, but also non-canonical. 
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APPENDIX  
RECURSION RELATIONS REVISED FROM [1] 
The following recumion relations for the coefficients are revised from [1]. For coefficients A#,,n ~ = 0, 2, 4, 6), 
we simply have 
A0,m+l = Ao,m -t" 2Wm+l 
A2,m+l = A2,~n -b 2t03+1 
A4,m+l = A4,m -I- 2~v~+ 1 
As,,,,+1 = As,~ + 2~+1 
with initial conditions 
Ao,0 = w0, 
For other coefficients, we have 
with  init ial  cond i t ions  
A2,o=wo 3, .44,o=wo 5, As,O=W~. 
l~A2 .3  B4,m+l =B4,m + ~ o,m~,m+l - Ao,mA2,mwm+*) 
- ~(a2 ,~w~+l  4 - Ao ,~w~+l ) ,  
1-A2 5 B6, .+1 = Be,,~ + ~t~, .~w.~+~ - Ao,.A~,~w.+,) 
(A4,mw2+l 6 _ _ Ao,,~w,~+l), 
Cs,m+l --Cs,m + 1(A32,vnwm+l - Ao,rnA2,mw~+ 1) 
- 1 (Ao ,~+1 - A2 ,~ '~+, ) ,  
D6 ,~+1 = De,~, + f__ (A~, .~+l  - Ao ,~+l )  ~(Ju 
+ 7(Ao , -A2 , -w i+ l  - ~0,.'2 w5~+1, 
1 tA3 tU4 2 2 - ~ ,m m+l - ~,,.,.,A2,mw~+l) 
1 ,A4  3 -- ] -~t  ~(~,,~ W,n+ , -- A~,,n A2,,n w,,~+ l ) 
- I (B  4 . t#~+ 1 + A0,mB4,ml#m+l), 
0 ' 
B4,0 = B6,0  = Cs,0 -- DS,0 = 0. 
